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BACKGROUND CONTEXT
• W & S Challenge End-User Session – Sept 22, 2016

• Four hours of breakout group, plenary group, and written 
survey to examine users perspectives on DNW

• 12 Female Adults, 14 Male Adults

• Ages Unknown, but bulk of participants considered to be 
in 35 to 65 age group, ranging from mid 20’s to mid-70’s.

• 18 villages, under-plumbed, YK Delta, Interior, NW Arctic

• Self-identified Yup’ik Preference Group facilitated in Yup’ik

• Caveats:  Youth and Elder under-represented

• Additional data from house-to-house surveys conducted in 
Western AK, Interior villages, and ethnographic observation.



Primary sources of 
water:  end-user 
session with 18  
villages (4 having 2 
representatives)



END-USER INSIGHTS INTO PUBLIC HEALTH 
GUIDANCE FRAMEWORK



WIDE  VARIETY OF GENERAL CONCERNS, MANY 
UNIQUE TO RURAL ALASKA

5. What are the concerns that you or your 
community have about using treated wash water?
ØDon’t drink it.

ØMaterials that wash off or cleansers being retained in 
the treated gray water or impacting a filter :

• Residues of shower soap and laundry soap causing 
allergic reaction or not being removed.

• People are their own mechanics -- oils and grease 
from working on vehicles from washing hands in 
sink would be hard on the filter.

• Would it be efficient to reuse water when used to 
wash up grease and oil?

• Foods with seal oil

• Animal or fish blood, fish guts, fish slime

ØEducation needed to use system.

ØO&M must be available at all times.

ØDifference between or coordination between the 
local government or the state managing the system 

Ø Individual end-user has the option to pick and 
choose when to recycle water, an on/off switch.

ØChemicals in water 

ØAnalysis needed



END-USER CONCERNS RELATING TO DESIGN, 
OPERATIONAL MONITORING, AND REPORTING

- Operation and Maintenance (Cost and Mechanics) was the number one concern 
regardless of feedback vehicle.

- Related was the concern for safety and need for field verification & routine testing.



• A wide variety of uses is 
potentially acceptable.

• Low-acceptance rates 
here may be tied to 
traditional & customary 
use (subsistence and 
steam vs. shower/bath) 
and avoidance of 
contamination of this 
resource. 



• Acceptance may be 
dependent on 
confidence in 
performance.



Acceptance may be dependent on end-users adding 
additional treatment/steps and having choice.



VOCABULARY IS IMPORTANT
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• Very similar responses were seen for two regionally variant communities regarding acceptable uses for 
recycled water. In both, water is currently re-used in several ways by 73% of respondents. In future 
scenarios, where water is first treated, acceptance of re-using water considerably INCREASES to 89%. 
Flushing the toilet is over 8-fold higher than current practices, and cleaning is 11-fold higher.



• End-users are willing to modify 
some behaviors for the system to 
work.

This might be dependent on what 
they already do, or have seen in 
use.



QUESTIONS?


